Sympa 6 Feature List
Here are some new features that are available with the new Sympa 6 mailing list application:
•

Mailing List Logsnew: This feature allows list owners to view activity on a particular mailing list. An owner
can see when a user was added or removed, any changes to the list settings, when messages and digest
emails were sent out, and any error messages encountered when performing list operations. The owner
can also see who executed those actions and at what time.

•

Blacklistingnew: This feature is beneficial if an owner wants to block one or more owners/moderators or
subscribers from sending messages to a mailing list. This works for subscribers as well as
owners/moderators, but the owner/moderator still has rights to remove their address from the
blacklist.

•

RSS Feedsnew: Users can now customize and subscribe to RSS feeds for the latest archives and
documents stored for a particular mailing list, as well as feeds of all the active and newest lists for the
entire mailing list server that are publicly viewable.

•

Subscriber Picturesnew: Users can now add pictures to their subscriber entries in a mailing list. However,
any uploaded picture to a mailing list is only viewable on that particular mailing list. It will not show up
for the user on another mailing list. Maximum size limit for subscriber photos is 100kb.
************************ FOR DYNAMIC LIST OWNERS ************************

•

User Exclusionnew: It is now possible to exclude members of a dynamic mailing list. This is beneficial for
users who no longer want to receive emails from a dynamic mailing list (if list subscription is not
mandatory). Owners can exclude users by simply unsubscribing them from a dynamic list, and that user
will be added to the list’s exclusion table. The user gets off the exclusion table by simply subscribing
them to the mailing list and they will begin to receive messages again.

Here are some options that have been renamed:
•

Dump: On the subscribers page, there used to be an option to ‘Export’ all of the subscriber addresses in
plain text form. That option has been renamed to ‘Dump’.

•

Customizing: In the previous version, there was an “Edit List Templates” option for access to certain
message templates such as the list’s header/footer, welcome message, etc. These have been moved
under “Customizing” under the List Administrator options. With this change, we have also added the
ability for list owners to modify list footers which, by default, contains the unsubscribe message at the
bottom of some list messages. Owners can now remove or customize this as they see fit.
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